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Abstract—We present our initial steps towards the development
of a large-scale seismic modeling workflow in Julia that provides
a framework for wave equation based inversion methods like full
waveform inversion or least squares migration. Our framework is
based on the Devito, a finite difference domain specific language
compiler that generates highly optimized and parallel code. We
develop a flexible workflow that is based on abstract matrix-
free linear operators and enables developers to write code that
closely resembles the underlying math, while at the same time
leveraging highly optimized wave equation solvers, allowing us
to solve large-scale three-dimensional inverse problems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software packages for seismic modeling and inversion frame-
works often suffer from a trade-off between performance
and maintainability. Many packages written in lower-level
languages such as Fortran or C, even though being computa-
tionally efficient and able to scale to large problem sizes, are
tailored to a specific application, which makes it difficult for
researchers to adapt new ideas and algorithms. Furthermore,
these codes are difficult to maintain, debug and test, making
them often erroneous and inaccurate. Higher-level script-based
languages as Python, Matlab or Perl are on the other hand
generally slower and often do not scale on high-performance
computing (HPC) environments.
In this work, we try to overcome this issue by building our
code in a hierarchical and modular fashion, in which we sepa-
rate the wave equations solves from high-level abstractions for
algorithm design. The concept of abstract linear operators is
adapted from earlier works of [1] and [2] and has been applied
to frequency domain modeling and full waveform inversion
(FWI) workflows by [3] and [4]. In this work, we build a
framework based on these concepts for time-domain seismic
modeling and inversion and we use a domain specific language
(DSL) for fast and efficient wave equations solves.
Our framework is written in Julia, a relatively new dynamic
programming language particularly designed for numerical
computing, which combines strengths of both statically and
dynamically typed languages, with features like optional typ-
ing, just-in-time compilation (JIT) and function overloading
[5]. Our code consists of basically three independent layers
that can be individually modified and extended: high-level
abstractions (e.g. linear operators, objective functions), paral-
lelization and data distribution and wave equation solves. For
solving 2 and 3D wave equations, we use the Devito toolbox,
which autogenerates C code with optimized finite difference
stencils from symbolic Python expressions, that can be called

directly from Julia [6]. Overall this provides a framework that
is on the one hand readable and easy to use, but on the other
hand still scales to large, industry-size problems.

II. CODE DESIGN

A. Code hierarchy

Our Julia software framework is designed in a hierarchical
fashion with independent building blocks, that can be inde-
pendently interchanged or modified without affecting the other
layers (Figure 1). This makes the software flexible and easy
to maintain. The topmost layer of our software is designed to
handle two general types of inverse problems: linear problems,
like least squares migration and nonlinear problems, like FWI.
Our goal is to design the user interface in such a way, that a
variety of existing black box optimization libraries and linear
solvers can be used to tackle these problems.
FWI is a nonlinear inverse problem, because the objective
function is nonlinear with respect to the parameter m that
we invert for (seismic velocity or squared slowness):

minimize
m

Φ(m) =

N∑
i=1

1

2
||PiA(m)−1qi − di||22.

(1)

The index i corresponds to the ith source location of a seismic
experiment, Pi is the sampling operator that restricts the
wavefields to the receiver location, A(m) is the discretized
2/3D acoustic wave equation, qi is the source wavelet
function and di is the ith observed seismic shot record.

Nonlinear optimization problems like this one can be solved
using gradient- and/or Hessian based optimization algorithms,
such as the nonlinear Conjugate Gradient Method (CG) or
Newton-type methods like L-BFGS [8]. Software libraries
with implementations of these algorithms generally require
the same input, namely a function or a pointer to a function
that returns the gradient and function value of the objective
function for the current model iterate. For the convergence of
these methods, it is crucial, that the gradients of the objective
are implemented correctly. We implement such a function for
the FWI objective function, which allows us to use many
different black box optimization libraries for the inversion.
The second class of problems we deal with, are linear prob-
lems, i.e. the objective function is linear with respect to
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Fig. 1. Code hierarchy of the Julia time-domain modeling and inversion
framework

the optimization variables. An example for these types of
problems is least squares migration:

minimize
δm

Ψ(δm) =
1

2
||Jδm− δd||22,

(2)

where J is the linearized Born modeling operator defined
as J = A(m)−1diag

(
∂A
∂mA(m)−1q

)
, δm is the model

perturbation (seismic image), and δd is the observed seismic
reflection data.
Problems like this one can be solved with linear iterative
solvers such as LSQR, the linearized Bregman Method or
the `1 Spectral Projected Gradient Method (SPG`1) [9] [10].
Numerical implementations of these algorithms generally take
the explicit matrix J as well as the observed data δd as an
input. In our case, the matrix J is the time stepping matrix for
linearized modeling of the full seismic experiment and due to
its size can never be formed explicitly. Therefore, we build a
matrix-free linear operator, based on the Julia Linear Operator
Package [11], that can be used in the same way as an explicit
matrix, i.e. it can be transposed, applied to a matrix or vector
and passed to black box linear solvers. We also implement the
nonlinear forward modeling operator F = A(m)−1, which is
nonlinear with respect to m, but can be applied as a linear
operator to a seismic source: d = F · q.
The linear operators and objective functions are simply wrap-
pers for the time modeling() and the pde objective()
function, which form the intermediate layer of our software
framework. These functions form the interface to the Devito
toolbox and set up the necessary parameters that are required.
After the computations are completed, these functions gather
the results that are requested from the top layer, e.g. wave-
fields, gradients or shot records.
Devito solves one wave equation for a specified source lo-
cation at a time. We use Julia’s function overloading, called
multiple dispatch, to implement a serial and a parallel in-
stance of the time modeling and pde objective function.
If the functions are called for more than one source, the
parallel instance of the functions distributes the sources over
the available nodes and workers and then recursively calls

its serial instance to interface Devito. This way, the task
parallelism is completely separated from the rest of the code
and does not affect the readability of the other building blocks.

B. Parallelization

Julia uses a message passing based parallel framework, that
uses one-sided communication and requires only managing of
the master process [5]. For our framework, we parallelize in
Julia over sources of the seismic experiment, where the work-
ers of the parallel pool can have either shared or distributed
memory. The Devito toolbox itself uses OpenMP to parallelize
over the computational domain (velocity model).
To avoid unbalanced workloads we use dynamic scheduling
to assign sources to the workers through a Julia feature called
channels. A channel is a shared queue that can hold abstract
objects and multiple workers can read from and write to a
channel. In our case, the channel has a length of N , where
N is the number of seismic experiments or source positions.
The channel is filled with the source/receiver positions for each
experiment and the workers from the parallel pool dynamically
take out source positions from the channel as long as the
channel is open, i.e. has unprocessed source positions. These
function calls are non-blocking, i.e. the main process sends
out all computations and returns immediately. Once the com-
putations are completed, the results (shot records, gradients)
are fetched from the remote workers.
Furthermore Julia allows us to easily build in resilience
to hardware failures. Julia has a built-in function called
retry(f, n, delay) that takes as an input a function f, that is
retried up to n times in case of an exception, for example if one
of the workers is interrupted or crashes [5]. We wrap the par-
allel instances of our time modeling and pde objective

function in the retry function and test the resilience by killing
a worker from the terminal during a parallel modeling job.
After crashing a worker, Julia resends the work load from the
terminated worker to one of the remaining ones and continues
to run the program. The built-in resilience allows to run jobs
on large HPC clusters, where hardware failures are fairly
common.

C. Devito interface

Devito is a finite difference domain specific language (DSL),
that generates optimized stencils from high-level symbolic
Python equations and performs automatic code generation
and just-in-time (JIT) compilation [6]. Devito is designed to
generate stencil-based C code that is not only fast, but that
optimally utilizes the hardware for a given numerical intensity,
as described by the roofline model [12]. In the original
Devito software, setting up the symbolic PDE, generating the
optimized stencil and C code as well as calling the C code
itself is all done in Python. For our framework, we only need
to interface Python to set up the PDE and perform the C code
generation and we then call the generated C code directly from
Julia. We use the Julia PyCall library to interface Devito and
to pass the information to Python that is necessary to set up
the PDE, i.e. grid information, source and receiver locations,
wavelet et cetera [13]. The C code that is generated from
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Fig. 2. Taylor error of the FWI objective function for 0th and 1st order.

Devito can then be called directly from Julia, since Julia allows
direct C and Fortran function calls [5]. We want to point out
that no variables and data copies are required, since all input
and return arguments are passed by reference, which allows
to scale our code to very large problem sizes.

III. UNIT TESTING

As mentioned earlier, having a correct implementation of the
gradient is crucial for the convergence of the optimization
algorithms. To ensure that the gradient for the FWI objective
function is implemented correctly, we test the behaviour of
the 0th and 1st order Taylor errors. Assuming that Φ(m) is
a smooth function, we ensure that for a reference model m0

and a model perturbation h · δm, the Taylor errors behave as
predicted by Taylor’s theorem as h→ 0:

Φ(m0 + h · δm)− Φ(m0) = O(h)

Φ(m0 + h · δm)− Φ(m0)− h · ∇Φ(m)T δm = O(h2)

(3)

The Taylor error is plotted in logarithmic scale against h and
shows that in fact, the gradients in our software framework
are implemented correctly (Figure 2).
For the convergence of linear solvers, it is important to ensure
that our linear operators have a correct implementation of the
action of the adjoint operator, i.e. that

〈b,Ax〉 = 〈ATb,x〉 (4)

holds within machine precision for a matrix-free linear op-
erator A and two random vectors x and b. We perform the
adjoint test for both linear operators F and J with vectors that
are in the range of the wave equation to prevent violation of
the CFL and stability conditions (Table I).

IV. APPLICATIONS

The high-level abstractions of our Julia software framework
and the separation from the low level computations, make

TABLE I
ADJOINT TEST FOR MATRIX-FREE LINEAR OPERATORS

Operator bTAx xTATb Relative Difference
F -71.126979 -71.126980 -1.628620e-8
J 0.203647 0.203647 8.471093e-7

it easy to implement algorithms and mathematical concepts.
For example, rather than using a black box linear solver
for the least squares migration problem (Equation 2), it is
possible to implement a custom solver in very few lines,
with the code closely following the mathematical formulation.
For example, we can use our linear operators to implement
a sparsity-promoting least squares migration algorithm using
the linearized Bregman method [9] [14]:

# Set up matrix f r e e l i n e a r operator
J = opJ (model , params , srcNum , wavelet )
x=0; z=0
f o r n = 1 : numIterat ions

# Calcu la te r e s i d u a l
r = J*x - d
# Calcu la te g rad i en t
g = JˆT* r
# Calcu la te s tep s i z e
t = (norm( r )/norm( g ))ˆ2
# Update v a r i a b l e s
z = z - t *g
x = so f tThre sho ld ( z )

end

For nonlinear optimization problems like FWI (Equation 1),
we can use the implementation of the objective function and
pass it to a generic black box optimization toolbox. We have
the possibility to choose from a large variety of libraries
and algorithms. In the following example, we use the NLopt
library from [15] and perform FWI using L-BFGS with bound
constrains. Each library may request slightly different function
pointers, so we set up a custom function for the NLopt library,
which requires also the current gradient as a function argument
and then overwrites it with the updated gradient:

# Custom func t i on po in t e r f o r NLopt
count=0
func t i on NLoptObjective ! ( x , grad )

f , g [ 1 : end ] = pdeObject ive (model , . . . )
g l oba l count
count += 1
return f v a l

end

# L-BFGS with bound c on s t r a i n t s
opt = Opt ( :LSLBFGS, prod (n ) )
lowerBounds ! ( opt , mMin)
upperBounds ! ( opt , mMax)
minObject ive ! ( opt , NLoptObjective ! )
maxeval ! ( opt , 20)
(minf , minx , r e t ) = opt imize ( opt , m0)

As mentioned before, the code that is generated from Devito
for the wave equation solves is optimized in terms of achieving
optimal hardware usage for a given arithmetic intensity [12].
However, to provide an idea of the absolute speed of the code,
we have assembled some timings for forward and adjoint wave
equations solves for a given model size (Table II). Obviously,
these numbers will vary depending on the hardware and is
only intended to provide a general idea of the code speed.
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For a model size of 2003 grid points (with 1 second recording
time, sampled at 4 ms and using a 128GB node) we are able
to save all wavefields for the gradient calculation in RAM.
However for calculating a gradient on a domain with 5803

grid points, we need to write all wavefields to disk, which
makes the calculation considerably slower. This problem can
be addressed by subsampling the wavefields or checkpointing.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We developed a software framework for time-domain seismic
modeling an inversion that is based on high-level abstractions
for solving linear and nonlinear inverse problems, while at the
same time relying on a super fast and efficient wave equations
solver. Our framework is build upon a hierarchical code design
that separates high-level abstractions for algorithm design and
optimization from the low-level wave equation solves and
parallelization, therefore yielding a code base that is easy to
maintain, test and modify. New mathematical concepts can
be easily adapted using abstract linear operators or objective
functions. For solving forward and adjoint wave equations, we
interface the Devito tool, which autogenerates optimized finite
difference kernels from symbolic Python PDEs and scales to
arbitrary problem sizes, allowing us to efficiently solve wave
equations on large three-dimensional domains.
Our Julia framework is furthermore resilient to hardware
failures and reassigns workloads from terminated nodes or
workers without crashing the entire program. This prevents
us from having to save many checkpoints and allows us to
use our software efficiently on large HPC clusters and cloud
environments.

TABLE II
RUN TIME FOR FORWARD MODELING AND GRADIENT CALCULATION OF A
SINGLE SOURCE ON 3D VELOCITY MODEL FOR DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF

GRID POINTS n AND RECORDING TIME t. RESULTS WERE COMPUTED ON A
SINGLE NODE WITH 128 GB RAM AND 20 INTEL XEON PROCESSORS

E5-2690 V2. FOR 2003 GRID POINTS, ALL COMPUTATIONS ARE IN-CORE,
WHEREAS FOR 5803 GRID POINTS, THE CALCULATIONS FOR THE

GRADIENT ARE DONE OUT-OF-CORE.

Operation Run time Run time
(n = 2003, t = 1 [s]) (n = 5803, t = 4 [s])

forward modeling: F · q 139 seconds 41 minutes
Born modeling: J · δm 162 seconds 71 minutes
FWI gradient: JT · δd 239 seconds 20 hours
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